Monster’s 2020 State of
the Candidate Report:
What motivates today’s
job seeker?

Job seekers want more
and are confident they can get it. At the same
time, they’re nervous about the future, and aren’t
finding the right fit. Those were some of the
biggest takeaways of the Monster 2020 State
of the Candidate survey. Recruiters and hiring
managers are going to have to step up their
games if they want to get today’s candidate to
say yes.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics’
September 2019 report, over 12 months,
average hourly wages rose 3.2%. Though that’s
not quite earth shattering, it’s moving in the right
direction. That said, savvy job candidates know
that the most effective way to get a big earnings
boost is to change jobs.
Among the other key messages that this
eBook will explore:

The key findings of the survey reveal that
recruiters going into the next year should have
two main concerns on their minds: being prepared
to meet the expectations of younger workers, and
how to effectively recruit amid recession fears.

•

They want more money

•

They crave job security

•

They expect to be paid fairly

•

They will seek out more positive work
environments

“I see a lot of the effects of the business cycle
in the results,” says Jonathan Beamer, Chief
Marketing Officer at Monster. “It’s a two-pronged
effect – unemployment is pretty much at an
all-time low. That shifts a lot of the power to
the candidate. On the flipside, everybody is
wondering how long it’s going to last, so that’s the
nervousness at the end of the bull market we’ve
been enjoying.”

•

They demand more diversity and inclusion

That could be why most people are saying they’re
not looking to change jobs in 2020. But if they do
make a move, salary has become an even bigger
driver in what makes candidates want to seek out
a new position. In the 2020 survey, salary was
also the top reason for changing jobs, with 30% of
survey respondents saying so; but this year, that
number has increased to 40%.

“It’s a two-pronged effect – unemployment
is pretty much at an all-time low. That shifts
a lot of the power to the candidate.”
- says Jonathan Beamer, Chief Marketing
Officer at Monster.

Fact:
Some are turning to gig
They want more money work to fill in the gaps
Salary is still king for getting a new job. When
considering a job offer candidates say salary
(73%) is their number one consideration, followed
by time off/vacation days (39%), flexible work
hours (34%), retirement benefits (33%) and
company perks/benefits (33%).
“Candidates know starting salary is what their
next raise is based on,” says Vicki Salemi,
Monster’s career expert. They also realize that
one of the best ways to boost their pay is to leave
the stability of their current job and look for a new
one, she says.
In fact, according to candidates, the top reason
they started their last job search was due to
wanting a higher salary (40%).
“This is an employee’s market, so they’re saying,
‘What are you going to pay me to switch jobs?’”
says Beamer.
Not only is salary an important driver, but more
than half surveyed (54%) said they’ve changed
jobs solely because the one they had wasn’t
paying enough.

While Millennials (52%) are more likely to have
a second job in order to fill the gap compared to
Gen X (41%), even one in three Baby Boomers
said that they have more than one job.
Part of the reason, says Beamer, is that gig work
is simply more accessible thanks to technology.
“It’s easy when you’re off the eight-hour shift of
your regular job to freelance at night or drive for
Uber,” he says. “Also, the result of businesses
limiting overtime options and organizations
struggling to find full-timers because of the labor
shortage, is that many are farming out projects
and allowing more flexible work to come into their
ecosystem”, says Beamer.
Salemi adds that she’s not surprised that so many
Boomers are part of the gig economy. “People
are healthier and living longer, and delaying
retirement age,” she says. Boomers are turning
to second jobs to maintain their lifestyles while
preparing for retirement, and some are trying
out potential new “second act” career paths.
Recruiters should definitely tap into this viable
talent pool, she adds. “Not only do they have
skills you can leverage, but they may have a
book of clients, vast industry relationships and
soft skills.”

Candidates are negotiating more aggressively
Nearly three-fourths (72%) of candidates feel comfortable negotiating their salary when accepting a new
job. What’s more, younger job seekers are more likely to reject a lowball offer – with 63% of millennials,
60% of Gen X, and 52% of Boomers saying they’d walk away.
“Workers have more leverage in the job market than they’ve had at any point since the Great Recession,”
says Matt Sigelman, CEO of Burning Glass Technologies, which provides real-time data on job growth,
skills in demand, and labor market trends. “Unemployment has been so low for so long that many
employers are really scrambling for talent. So it’s not at all surprising that many workers are holding out
for the salary they want rather than taking what they can get.”
Interestingly, in Monster’s State of the Recruiter survey from September 2019, only 27% of recruiters
said that candidates had the upper hand when it comes to salary negotiation. With both groups feeling
confident, finding that salary sweet spot can be all the more challenging.
But make no mistake: candidates are doing their homework. “They are checking their salaries against
market rates using resources like salary guides, and even comparing notes with coworkers,” says Brandi
Britton, district president for Robert Half, a staffing services firm. “Therefore, if they feel their pay is
subpar, they’re probably looking elsewhere in this hot hiring market”, she adds.

Recruiter reaction »
Know what desirable skills are worth
“Workers with the specific skills that employers
need will be in a better position [to negotiate] in
almost any field,” says Sigelman. For example,
when you add data skills to a marketer’s resume,
that can command a salary that’s $10,000 higher
than someone without those skills, he says. A
supply chain manager who understands SQL can
command a $13,000 premium. “Even seemingly
common and mundane skills like Microsoft Excel
can bring in more money, depending on the role,”
says Sigelman.
Work with your internal team
If you’ve been turned down a couple of times
because of a low salary offer, you should open
up a conversation with internal stakeholders
that you’re not going to get all of the skills the
company wants at that number. You need to set
expectations internally, says Salemi. “It’s not
only important for one job candidate, but if they
feel like your offer was 20% below what other
offers are, they are going to tell their peers not to
pursue your jobs.”
Ask for flexibility
If you’re a recruiter and you can’t get your hiring
managers to budge on the salary number,
perhaps they will pare down their list of desired
skills. “Ask which ones will you sacrifice?” says
Beamer. You could then bring in candidates at
a lower level, and train them to get them up to
speed with the skills they have not yet attained.
Get creative
“If salary budgets are tight, are there creative
ways around it?” asks Salemi. Things like a
sign-on bonus, a relocation allowance, stronger
benefits and perks, or a promise to revisit the
salary in six months instead of a year can help.

Move quickly
“Many workers have their pick of jobs in the
current market and won’t wait around for
employers with lengthy hiring processes,” says
Britton. If you’re among the first to come in
with an offer, even if it’s slightly lower than a
competitor’s would have been, you’ll already have
closed the deal.

$ Get salary-

savvy

1. Know what desirable skills
are worth.
2. Work with your internal team
so you can negotiate and get
creative with offers.
3. Move quickly so candidates
aren’t left waiting on you.

Fact:
They crave job security
One big take-away from the survey is that despite
candidate confidence, recession worries loom in
the background.

at odds and no one can predict if a recession will
actually happen, it won’t hurt recruiters to tweak
their strategies to account for recession fears.

Of the generations, millennials (65%) were more
likely than Gen X and Baby Boomers (both at
55%) to be worried.

One way to future-proof your recruiting is to focus
on the other big 2020 job goal cited by candidates
(after higher salary): 42% said that they want to
learn new skills. More than half of staffing firms
say they currently offer training options to their
temporary workers, according to SIA research.

“We’re in a bull market that is pushing 10 years,
and business cycles being what they are, there’s
a lot of noise out there that we’re on borrowed
time,” says Beamer. As such, candidates may
be thinking that it’s not a great time to change
jobs aggressively and negotiate a higher salary.
“They’re afraid of being last one in, first one out,”
says Salemi.
In fact, 58% of candidates say they are not likely
to look for a new job in 2020. That can present a
challenge for recruiters.
What’s interesting is that in the Monster State
of the Recruiter survey, 65% of recruiters said a
potential recession would have a favorable impact
on their job. While the two surveys seem to be

Recruiters for private employers might consider
taking a page out of that playbook.
“It’s important for recruiters to talk about career
growth, trajectory, and opportunities,” says
Salemi. “That way, you’re not just focused on
selling the role you want to fill, but you’re also
addressing the candidate’s desire to envision a
future career path. “
“Job seekers and employees are looking for
opportunities to grow professionally and challenge
themselves at work,” adds Britton. “Recruiters
might find success attracting skilled professionals
– even those who aren’t actively job searching –
by highlighting career development programs at
their firms.”

3 in 5 (60%) said they are worried about the current state of
the economy and more than 1 in 3 (35%) believe their job would
be at stake if the U.S. were to experience a recession.

Recruiter reaction »
Be reassuring
To allay fears, address them directly. You can say
something like: “Our department grew 20% in the
past three years, and we’re on track to grow even
more.” “Have a conversation with candidates so
they can feel assured that if they start working
with you, they know it’s a strong company. That
goes a long way,” says Salemi.

Dispel
candidate
fears

Up your employer branding
When dealing with passive candidates, it’s crucial
that your employer brand is on point. Making sure
your company’s values are clear and visible on
a great company website with video testimonials
and other supporting evidence will help attract
candidates.

1. Reassure candidates about
the company’s health and
future plans.

Play a longer game
“The life cycle of recruiting may take longer with
passive candidates,” says Salemi, but relationship
building can pay off. She recommends inviting
prospective talent to company outings and team
building event, and make it like an open house.
“It’s a team effort. If you have an awesome
engaged hiring manager, you could build rapport
and relationships,” says Salemi.

2. Up your employer branding.
3. Build relationships with
passive candidates over time.

About the Foundry
The Foundry by Monster, an employer branding agency, helps HR professionals, marketers and business
owners create and promote their employer brand and become employers of choice. Services include
helping clients create impactful employer value propositions, effective career websites, engaging social
presence and far-reaching online campaigns, so they will be seen by the right people and applied to by
the profiles you want to hire.

Fact: They expect to be
paid fairly
Beyond wanting a higher salary, many candidates
– particularly women – simply want to be paid a
fair one. Yet, nearly one-third of all candidates
(32%) felt their pay is unfair. And perhaps not
surprisingly, those who say they are likely to
search for a new job in 2020 are more likely to
say they are not paid fairly (43%).
“What may be going on is that more and more
people are feeling confident in talking openly
about salaries,” says Salemi. “Equal pay has
become a hot topic of conversation this year.”
Whether it’s the lawsuit by the U.S. Women’s
Soccer Team or actress Michelle Williams
bringing up the gender pay gap at the Emmys, it’s
on people’s minds.
As for the employees themselves, women in
Monster’s survey are more likely than men to
hope to get a raise at their current job in 2020
(72% vs. 65%). In fact, just 58% of female
candidates say they are being paid fairly
compared to 70% of men. National statistics show
that women still make 79 cents for every dollar
men do.
One contributing factor could be that men (76%)
say they are more likely than women (69%) to
feel comfortable negotiating their salary when
accepting a new job, as well as at their current
jobs (72% of men and 63% of women). And
starting salary is so important, because every
raise thereafter will start with that base number.

Fighting the wage gap may explain why 80%
of candidates also say there should be greater
transparency around salaries in the workplace. At
the company level, salary transparency may be
starting to catch on, though it can definitely vary
by industry.
According to a survey by The Creative Group,
a Robert Half company, 34% of companies said
they provide full salary transparency; 23% said
they provide near full transparency; 20% partial
transparency; and 23% no transparency at all.
“Transparency around pay can help companies
strengthen recruitment and retention efforts, and
help build trust with staff,” says Britton. And 23%
of people in The Creative Group survey think
transparency can also help close the wage gap.
So should recruiters be more transparent? The
answer is complex. “It’s a business challenge in
times when pay is increasing and competition for
talent is increasing,” says Beamer. “This is how
we end up with legacy employees not getting paid
as much as new employees.” Imagine you just
hired somebody and offered them 10% more than
the people in similar roles at your company just
because of the market demand. If your company
is completely transparent, now the others will
question why they weren’t given that 10% raise,
says Beamer.

Recruiter reaction »
Be open and honest about salary early
“In the past, salary was taboo. Now it’s
much more common to come up in the first
conversation,” says Salemi. You want to try to
be sure that the job seeker and the company
are on the same page money-wise by at least
discussing a range that is comfortable for both.
“You don’t need to necessarily put salary in the
job description, but do try to address it early on,”
says Salemi.
Use salary ranges
Instead of starting salary negotiations by asking
job candidates what they made in previous jobs
(which is actually illegal in some states), start
by discussing the median salary for the job role
you’re seeking to fill.
Make clear your commitment to equal pay
Especially if you are recruiting younger talent
– millennials (37%) are more likely to believe
there is a gender pay gap, compared to Gen X
or Boomers, 27% and 28%, respectively) – your
company’s commitment to equal pay for equal
work should be highlighted in job postings, on
company career pages and on social media.

Be frank
and be fair
1. Be open and honest in early
candidate conversations.
2. Use salary ranges to find
stronger matches.
3. Make clear your
commitment to equal pay.

Fact: They will seek
out a more positive
work environment
For all the talk of salary above, Beamer points out
that there are many factors that drive candidates
to seek different jobs. “While salary is the most
important, it’s still only most important for 40% of
people,” he says. In fact, the other reasons people
pursue job changes were for better benefits
(21%), because of job dissatisfaction (20%), and
for improved flexibility/lifestyle (20%).
Those non-monetary factors happen to revolve
around quality of life, and together, they conquer
salary as a top candidate concern. In fact, 1 in
3 candidates told us that their jobs are having a
negative impact on their mental health.
Candidates say they are most likely to feel mental/
emotional distress at work as a result of heavy
workload (32%), not making enough money to
cover bills/debts (28%), and having a toxic boss/
coworkers (24%).
“Let’s start with the heavy workload. We don’t
have the same boundaries of a 9-to-5 day as we
used to”, says Darcy Gruttadaro, Director of the
American Psychiatric Association Foundation’s
Center for Workplace Mental Health. “People
are checking their email and their computers in
the evening, on weekends. There are no limits
as to how long people are working these days.”
Plus, thanks to the rise of big data, workers
are being held to higher standards as they are
being measured on anything and everything. In
short, people are exhausted and under constant
pressure to perform at the same time.
The other looming factor is financial pressure.
“People who have debt feel they often have to
stay in jobs they may not like because they are
afraid to make a move,” says Gruttadaro. When
you consider the nation’s $1.5 trillion student loan

debt burden alone, you can understand why some
workers feel stuck.
And lastly, if you’re feeling overwhelmed and stuck
and you add a toxic work environment into the
mix, you have a trifecta that can cause employees
to feel dread every day they step foot in the office.
That’s when more serious consequences can
occur. Case in point: 2 in 5 candidates say they
have experienced anxiety (41%), 1 in 4 have
experienced depression (24%), and 1 in 10 have
experienced physical illness (12%) as a result of
their job.
Even worse, for workers who are in these
situations, nearly one-quarter haven’t sought help
out of fear of being judged (26%) or simply not
knowing where to turn for help (24%).
If you want to attract more candidates, you need
to promote what you’re doing to create the kind
of workplace that cares about wellness. “It’s true
that employers are paying a lot more attention
to health and well-being. Wellness programs in
the workplace started 10+ years ago. And only in
the last three years has mental health become a
bigger focus,” says Gruttadaro.
Especially for younger workers, this will become
a very important concern. “The 18-25-year age
group has the highest incidence of depression by
far. And a large number of teens are experiencing
anxiety and depression. This is the future
workforce, and something employers need to get
ready for,” says Gruttadaro.
Besides it being the right thing to do, it’s
in employers’ best interest to support their
workforces with a healthy work environment,
strong benefits and EAPs (employee assistance
programs), and work life balance. According to
the American Institute of Stress, job stress costs
U.S. industry upwards of $300 billion a year in
absenteeism, turnover, diminished productivity,
and medical, legal and insurance costs.

Recruiter reaction »
Discuss what your company is doing to
support its workers
“Be clear about the kinds of hours people put in
and what kinds of alternatives there are about
schedules,” says Gruttadaro. Describe how
the employer is supportive of collaboration and
teamwork. And lastly, give examples of what
resources the company offers to workers who
may feel stressed. “Do they offer technology or
apps that people can use to practice meditation
and mindfulness? That shows an employer’s
support for employees,” says Gruttadaro.
Take away stigmas around mental health
If there are programs available that focus on
mental health, and raise awareness on anxiety,
depression and substance abuse, inform
candidates about them. Also, company leadership
helps set the culture of an organization, so if
there are models of good mental health support,
those are good to share.
Discuss policies and practices that promote a
healthy workplace
Give specifics about return to work policies for
people who go out on leave and EAPs that are
available on site. Does your company offer time
off for mental health? Is there ample access to
care via the benefits package?

Create happier,
healthier
workplaces
1. Discuss what your
company is doing to
support its workers.
2. Take away stigmas around
mental health.
3. Discuss policies and
practices that promote a
healthy workplace.

About Monster Studios
Monster Studios is a mobile app that gives recruiters the power to record, edit, and publish videos
to Monster Job Ads in minutes.
It can be a helpful tool in showcasing elements of your company’s healthy work environment as
well as highlighting awareness campaigns and events around mental health and wellness.

Fact:
They demand more
diversity and inclusion
Today’s candidates are more “woke” than ever
before. Millennials (57%) are more likely to say
diversity, equity and inclusion are very important
compared to Gen X (47%) and Baby Boomers
(49%).
At the same time, companies are also learning
that ramping up diversity and inclusion efforts is
good for business. “What we’re seeing is a very
clear movement from what was an ivory tower
belief to an actual measured difference that’s
proven in data that more diverse teams and more
diverse workplaces result in more productive,
happier workplaces,” says Beamer.

Sadly, there’s still a lot of work that needs to be
done. Nearly 1 in 4 (23%) candidates have felt
discriminated against in their workplace as a
result of differences and more than 1 in 4 (29%)
have witnessed discrimination in their workplace.
Of those who have witnessed discrimination
in their workplace, candidates believe it was
because of their race (40%) and age (35%).
Given those high numbers, diversity and inclusion
should absolutely be part of your recruiting
conversations so that candidates can feel at
ease knowing that your company offers a safe
environment for all.

Recruiter reaction »
Make diversity and inclusion a true initiative
“It’s important that you have diverse perspectives
– that’s where growth and innovation comes
from,” says Salemi. She recommends
intentionally putting diverse teams together so
that they can learn from and complement each
other in the workplace. On the recruiter side,
make sure job seekers get to meet with diverse
groups of people.
Expand your talent pool
“When you have a tighter labor market, it’s easier
to entertain a candidate that doesn’t look like
your preconceived notion. That’s a big plus right
now in our current environment,” says Beamer.
Instead of just recruiting from area college job
fairs, consider actively recruiting from other
groups like veterans, people with disabilities,
older workers, or minority groups. You will
discover a lot of hidden talent when you broaden
your search.

Commit to a
more diverse
workforce
1. Make diversity and
inclusion a true initiative.
2. Expand your talent pool
to actively recruit from
diverse groups.

Conclusion:
What to know for 2020
As employees have become more aware that
it’s a scarce marketplace for recruiters, they’ve
gained confidence and want more. “For recruiters,
it’s more crucial than ever to use all of the
proverbial tools in the toolbox to reach passive
candidates.” says Beamer.
Some conversations starters you might try with
potential recruits:
•

Is your current employer keeping your
salary competitive?

•

Have you looked at the salaries available
for someone with your skills?

•		 You’ve been in the same position for X
number of years. Are you ready to take
your career to the next level?
•
		
		

You owe it to yourself to put your head up
and make sure you’re not leaving money
on the table

Also worth noting is that Generation Z is on deck
for entering the job market, and they are really
relying on mobile, says Salemi. “They want the
companies that they are pursuing to seem tech
savvy.” So make sure you have a strong online
presence, and incorporate tools like texting and
visual video job ads to attract and connect with
potential talent.
Some benefits of using a variety of tech tools and
platforms when recruiting:
•
		
		

Videos can highlight your company’s
diversity, career development 		
opportunities and overall culture

•
		
		

Your current employees can serve as
brand ambassadors to represent you in an
authentic and passionate way

•
		
		

You can make better matches with
candidates when they have more 		
information up front

Monster is
leading the way
“The way we believe we can drive more productivity and happier workplaces is to
make sure that the way in which recruiters and candidates find each other go beyond
the job boards,” says Beamer.
“To enable true fit of not just salary and skills, but of culture and workplace values.
commute distance, and certain types of benefits, we’re putting a lot of development
effort into enabling that discovery.”

To learn how Monster can help you reach today’s candidates, visit
www.hiring.monster.com
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